CASTL Publications appearing in 2012.

First the publications are divided up impressionistically into four approximate topics; some papers are listed in more than one category.

1. Papers on Acquisition
2. Papers on Information Structure
3. Papers on Scandinavian Languages
4. Papers on Argument Structure

After these four lists, the same papers are presented again in a single list ("References") alphabetized by last name of first author.

1 Papers on Acquisition


2 Papers on Information Structure


• Anderssen, Merete and Marit Westergaard. 2012. Tospråklighet og ordstilling i norske possessivkonstruksjoner. *Norsk Linguistisk Tidsskrift*


3 Papers on Scandinavian Languages


4 Papers on Argument Structure


• Fábregas, Antonio and Rafael Marín. 2012a. The role of Aktionsart in deverbal nouns: State nominalizations across languages. Journal of Linguistics 48 1: 35–70


• Barque, Lucie, Antonio Fábregas, and Rafael Marín. 2012. Les noms d’état psychologique et leurs objets: étude d’une alternance semantique. Lexique 20 21-41
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